City University of Seattle is a 51-year-old private nonprofit higher education institution. The mission changes lives for good by offering relevant high quality education for a diverse population of adult learners. CityU’s is a destination for accessible, career-focused education preparing students with 21st century skills and technology tools. CityU’s School of Technology and Computing (STC) provides courses in-person and asynchronously on-line.

STC career-focused education is taught by faculty, industry professionals, who embed cybersecurity core knowledge units into every degree. Technical prep tracks enable adults with non-technical baccalaureate degrees to succeed in on-line graduate degree programs. Active learning methods, virtual labs, team projects and a strong emphasis on cloud and cutting-edge technologies upskill CityU graduates.

The professional development culture of hybrid student clubs and on-line Invited Talk series provides access to industry innovators and leaders. Faculty led research groups encourage student publications and conference presentations. Every quarter the Applied Research Symposium features student capstones.

CityU’s NCAE Center for Cybersecurity promotes cybersecurity teacher training, STARTALK integrates, Korean language and culture with technology and career development to prepare the next generation for national service.
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